Though existent a transcranial magnetic stimulation makes various treatment and diagnostic sine waveform of fixed stimulation pulse, there is limitation. In this research, because strength, pulse width, pulse pattern required in treatment and diagnostic introduce other Cockroft-Walton circuit and half bridge inverter frequency and voltage variable become new device propose wish to. Have more advantages than existing device. First, do not have high voltage transformer.
I. Introduction
Recently magnetic stimulation applications are being widely used in a variety of fields including material processing, industrial instrumentation and medical equipments. In these applications, the precise power density control of a magnetic pulse has considered to be significant [1] . The conventional voltage is divided into two cycles; charge and discharge [5] [6] [7] . During the rapidly discharged by the load, which is inactive in the charge cycle. The discharge cycle is normally much shorter than the charge cycle [8] [9] . The capacitor-charging power supply enters the charge cycle with near short-circuit conditions and begins operation in the charging mode. 
Ⅱ. The principal of magnetic stimulation
The current density throughout a volume conductor gives rise to a magnetic field given by the following relationship (Stratton, 1941; Jackson, 1975 ):
where r is the distance from an external field point at which is evaluated to an element of volume dv inside the body, dv is a source element, and is an operator with respect to the source coordinates.
Substituting Equation (1), which is repeated here, into Equation (2) and dividing the inhomogeneous volume conductor into homogeneous regions vj with conductivity sj, we obtain.
If the vector identity 
We may replaces the term including last term including its sign by We now make use of the following vector identify, where the surface integral is taken over the surface integral is taken over the surface S bounding the volume V of the volume integral by applying to equation (3,4) the last term in equation (5), including its sign, can now be replaced by finally, applying this result to equation (6) and denoting again the primed and double-primed regions of conductivity to be inside and outside a boundary, respectively, and orienting d j from the primed to double -primed regions of conductivity to be inside and outside a boundary, respectively, and orienting d j from the primed to double-primed region
2.1 magnetic stimulation
[ Fig 
power supply
Also, the power supply is composed of main circuit, pulse forming circuit and trigger starter as shown in 
control circuit
Control circuit is composed of three basic PIC one-chip microprocessors. Namely, PIC ① accepts the input signal from keypad and a timing signal, then generates a displaying and switching control signal.
PIC ② generates a timing signal and PIC ③ generates a displaying signal. Each PIC has to be properly programmed.
[ Fig. 3] shows the output waveform of PIC. The waveform 1 is a timing signal comes from PIC ②.
Each waveform 2, 3, and 4 is S1, S2 and SM driving signal comes from PIC ①. As we can see in this 
Ⅲ. Experimental Result
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